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MISSION
To cultivate inquisitive, self-reliant, lifelong learners with creative minds, healthy bod-
ies and ethical spirits to lead a sustainable future.

ACADEMIC PROGRAMS
Who, how, and what we learn are all part of the learning program. All parts of our 
program are guided by our curriculum and pedagogy. Students enjoy discovery, devel-
opment, and mastery as they acquire the skills and knowledge that will enable them 
to be successful and impact their community in positive ways. Foundational to this, is 
our cultivation of students’ core values and essential skills. Learning is designed and 
guided by teacher teams across San Juan del Sur Day School courses as inquiry-based 
units that support the growth of our fundamental values via student-centered learning 
experiences. Students must master essential skills as self-directed learners in order to 
fully take advantage of the educational program.



 
“Your path ahead has not been drawn, 
a life of learning is an evolving journey.  
You are the one who travels it. 
You’ll notice your progress in everything you do, and we’ll notice it as well. 
As you encounter real world challenges that matter to real people, you’ll be free to be 
curious, inquire, design, model, innovate and impact on the world you live in. 
Our community will be by your side, asking you the tough questions and providing 
guidance that will help you gain the knowledge, acquire the skills and habits. 
 
It’s important to remember that the sendero is yours.”



A DIFFERENT KIND OF HIGH SCHOOL 
When you think of high school, you might think of weeks of repeti-
tion punctuated by tests. That’s not what you’ll find at  San Juan del 
Sur Day School. 

Here, by working on real-world challenges for real-life people we 
will all learn complex ideas and skills.  We know you’re capable of 
far more than traditional school usually recognizes, which is why all 
your accomplishments will be recognized. 
 
Instead of hurried classes, you’ll find opportunities to evolve your 
thinking, develop and apply your skills to make a positive impact.  
Your time at school will guide you to feel alive and purposeful. 
 
Not just a walk in the park…..we’ll require that you master funda-
mental international school standards and rigorous academics in 
core subjects. For our most senior learners,  opportunities to partic-
ipate in online AP institute classes will support the university path-
ways. 
 
Our teacher leaders use classroom space, the farm, STEAM Lab 
and intentional course design and scheduling, to build identity and 
create a startup style culture of empowerment and innovation for 
our students.  As part of a community of young creators, engineers, 
problem solvers, designers, collaborators, and dreamers, students 
can work as a classroom learning team, find inspiration in unan-
swered questions, and ultimately push ideas forward into a reality 
to make a positive impact on our world.



A MORE EFFECTIVE APPROACH 
We take a holistic view of education where we focus on learning for 
mastery. School should extend your mind rather than leaving you 
stressed or uninspired. Just tests and assessments do not accurately 
represent your talents or accomplishments. 
 
We approach High School in a unique way. Mastery is achieved by 
prioritizing doing over remembering. Learning liberates you to learn 
organically, via experiences, inside a system that provides you with 
the time to attempt, the space to fail, and the support you need to 
persevere to mastery. That’s not to say we don’t grade.  Here, you’ll 
gain information because you’ll need it, and while you do, you’ll 
build important abilities that you’ll use in the future. 
 
We want to give you a healthier and more useful education.
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EXPERIENTIAL YEARS  PROGRAM MiDDLE SCHOOL (Grades 6-8)

Early adolescence is a crucial time not just for parents, but for our students as 
well. Middle School is where we lean on the memory of what was, to support 
the dream of what might be. Students in Middle School need to be continuously 
supported by their parents to help them be aware that their education is key to 
achieve overall development as adolescents. Middle School students are required 
to be consistent with fulfilling their responsibilities at school, have a positive atti-
tude, work hard and show respect to peers, faculty and staff.

Learning at the Middle School is experiential, cross-curricular, and stresses aca-
demic and personal development. Core academic subjects of Math, Language Arts, 
Science, Humanities, Spanish, Design Arts and Physical Education and Wellness 
are the building blocks for competency.  We collaborate to plan each student’s 
pathway and to make sure that their academic coursework and special programs 
complement those choices. At the heart of this, we have Personalized Interest Pro-
jects (PIP), with the ultimate purpose of teaching students how to take charge of 
their own life-long learning journey. It provides credit and support for students’ 
basic abilities while also encouraging them to develop new ones both inside and 
outside the classroom. Students are also encouraged to participate in Interdisci-
plinary Service learning in our farm and community. 

Our school emphasizes a strong connection to the environment, the arts, the local 
community, entrepreneurship, and hands-on learning. That is not to suggest that 
more traditional teaching approaches do not have a role in our classrooms; rath-
er, we feel that students learn more and retain material more effectively if they 
actively participate in the learning process. 



DIPLOMA PROGRAM HiGH SCHOOL (Grades 9-12)
The high school diploma program requires 8 semesters of full-time study to sat-
isfy the minimum requirement of 27 credits which includes all course work and 
Senderos electives (personal interest projects). Students are additionally required 
to complete 50 hours of service each year. 

The high school implements its curriculum through units divided into 2 semes-
ters. With careful and regular advising the students are responsible for their ed-
ucational choices and must show a consistent understanding of what they are 
meant to be learning. 

Students are regularly assessed through a variety of methods. Course credit is 
awarded for each unit for a Passing Mastery Credit or passing grade greater than 
60. The portfolio process/review is an important component of high school stu-
dent achievement.

Awarding Credits: 

• 1 credit will be issued for a yearlong course. 
• A fraction of a credit will be issued for a completed unit of a course. 
• Students must demonstrate Mastery or earn a minimum of a passing grade in 

order to receive credit. 

Although our school focuses on proof of learning and not proof of time, we do 
want to make sure the learning ladder is being climbed. If a student fails one 
or two courses during a given school year, they are given a chance to remediate 
the course(s) (process TBD) prior to the start of the following academic year. A 
student who successfully completes this process will receive a passing grade for 
the course. If a student fails 3 courses in one year the student has not passed the 
grade. A student who does not take or does not attempt to remediate two separate 
courses must repeat the year if he/she chooses to remain at SJDS DS. 

ADVISORY COHORTS 
As part of their transition to middle/high school, each student becomes part of 
a multi age advisory group that will meet almost every school day for the next 
four years. The group provides each student with support and encouragement as 
they navigate the challenges and joys of their teenage years. The advisor provides 
guidance and mentorship through the academic and personal interest path; ad-
visors also track the development of the whole-person through challenges and 
accomplishments.



REquiREMENTS FOR THE HiGH SCHOOL DiPLOMA 
San Juan del Sur Day School

*4 credits each in Math, Science and Humanities are available through the school 
course offerings and highly recommended for students who are University bound. 

GRADuATION CREDITS 27

   Language Arts 4

   Math 3

   Science 3

   Humanities 3

   Spanish 3

   Physical Education and Wellness 1

   Design Arts 2

   Pathways Electives 7

   Senior Capstone 1



DIPLOMA DE BACHILLER EN CIENCIAS Y LETRAS  
The San Juan del Sur Day School with the Nicaraguan Ministry of Education offers 
its students a program of study, the Nicaraguan National Diploma, which is accept-
ed in Nicaragua, as well as other countries from Latin America, Europe and Asia. 
This diploma is given after competition of Grade 11 to all students who complete 
the program. Please note there are additional requirements to earn the Nicaraguan 
National Diploma that are offered as additional classes apart from the requirement 
of the International High School diploma. 

CuRRICuLuM:
The San Juan del Sur Day School High School program offers all the core academics 
of a conventional high school program, personal interest projects and interdisci-
plinary farm service. Academic work is individualized work in a developmentally 
appropriate environment with a team of talented teacher mentors. Graduates earn 
different types of credits through integrated, rigorous and relevant coursework. 

CORE STANDARDS Educational Credit
Using a balanced approach to learning, the CORE SUBJECTS are the building blocks 
of the educational program, the educational competencies that require repetition 
to reach proficiency.  They’re benchmarks for what students should know and be 
able to do through senior year of high school.  CORE STRANDS consists of: LAN-
GUAGE ARTS, MATH, SCIENCE, HUMANITIES, SPANISH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
AND WELLNESS, DESIGN ARTS. 

SCHOOL SERVICE INITIATIVE Interdisciplinary Credit
Students can complete interdisciplinary work throughout the year through Farm 
to School service learning or an alternative community service option as approved. 
In some cases this service is for academic credit. These immersions are a welcome 
part of the integrated learning throughout the high school experience.  Students 
can participate actively in seasonal growing cycles of our living campus, moving 
outside the walls of the classroom and engaging with the land and community. 

Service focuses on self-reliant life skills that are so common in Nicaraguan daily 
life. This is about building abundance around the school campus.  Understanding 
how we grow food, plant trees, take care of animals and manage our natural re-
sources.  Farm work on integrated STEAM projects help to build abundance. In the 
fall, the green season,  the farm service is busy with life; and in the spring, we work 
on a list of seasonal chores from the farm. Farm to School strengthens our connec-
tions with each other and our environment.  Students learn to identify plants and 
trees, what good soil smells like, they eat nutritious, locally grown foods, as well as 
participate in educational opportunities such as our school nursery, cooking class-
es and farm and forest excursions.

1. CORE
   STANDARDS
   Educational Credits

2. SCHOOL
   SERVICE
   INITIATIVE
    Interdisciplinary Credit

3. SENDEROS
   Program Personal
    Interest Project Credit



SENDEROS PERSONAL INTEREST PROjECT CREDiT

Students complete Elective Credit work throughout the year 
through interdisciplinary seminars and hands-on projects that are 
crucial for deeper understanding of subject content.  Under the 
guiding light of our name and mission, we call them SENDEROS. 
These experimental learning journeys are the leveraging of skills, 
knowledge to discover and explore things that would otherwise be 
impossible. Each SENDERO consists of:

• IMPACT EXPERIENCE Real-world learning opportunities, 
including field experiences, industry expert speakers, and com-
munity service projects.

• EMPOWER SKILLS Seven future-readiness life skills 
• MASTERY STANDARDS 6-10 Mastery Standards with the 

ability for students to “kick it up a notch” by adding additional 
or advanced standards with staff approval.

• MILESTONES Per the syllabus, students periodically submit 
evidence into our learning management software for staff 
assessment.

• FINAL PROJECT The deliverable that demonstrates a stu-
dent’s understanding of the essential seminar question.  Stu-
dents will select a final project to present during our bi-annual 
exhibition.

In Senderos we encourage students focus on one of four tracks: 

• MAKERS - Arts and Crafts, Sustainable Design 
• EXPLORERS - Outdoor Education, Ecology and Farm life 
• AMbASSADORS - Global Citizenship and Community 
• MOvERS - Sports, Nutrition and Health 

Electives are Personal Interest Projects (PIP) designed to enhance 
and enrich the educational experience at SJDS DS. The PIP is based 
on the idea that school is a resource not an obstacle to a student’s 
interests. The advisory role plays an integral part in the success of 
this initiative. The learning is a process that generally follows a sim-
ple pattern of skill acquisition, practice for mastery and some form 
of performance.  This offering naturally varies with the student’s 
own interests. Within the required course credits, there are multiple 
pathways for fulfillment of requirements.



Example 9th grader

FLEX DAY

Divided into two halves, morning and afternoon. Involves farm SSI and PIP experiential learning.

Students who commit to daily morning farm hours from 7:45 - 8:45 could be considered PIP.
Students who commit to approved enrichment hours could be considered PIP.
Students who commit to approved club sports or dedicated athletes could be considered PIP.
Students who commit to a course subject could be considered PIP.
Students can propose other interests to advisory teacher and could be considered PIP.

Interdisciplinary Quarterly Outcomes

School
service

initiative

Personal
Interest
Project

Blocks 1-8 

Students complete 
interdisciplinary Service work 
throughout the year.

Farm curriculum coordinator 
works with academic staff for 
coordinated scope and sequence.

Students complete 
interdisciplinary credit work 
throughout the year.

Advisory teacher works with 
academic staff for coordinated 
scope and sequence.

Mini-lessons and interdisciplinary 
credit work are all accounted for 
against standards.

Mini-lessons and interdisciplinary 
credit work are assessed against 
rubrics and previous student 
exemplars.

On a block schedule students attend 
classes where mini-lessons, with the 
intention of developing skills prepare 
students to demonstrate 
understanding through the 
interdisciplinary interaction with 
school service initiative and personal 
passion project. 

Q1    Farm Scope
Q2 Gardening for food
Q3 Soil knowledge
Q4 Permaculture understanding

Q1    TBA (different for each student)
Q2 TBA (different for each student)
Q3 TBA (different for each student)
Q4 TBA (different for each student)

SSI

Comprehensive POL (presentation of 
learning) highlighting skills and demon-
strating mastery in standard expectation 
for every subject.

PIP

Comprehensive POL (presentation of 
learning) highlighting skills and demon-
strating mastery in standard expectation 
or every subject. 

These outcomes are pre-defined by a cohort of teachers so skills lead to practice and 
practice leads to presentation. 



   
   CORE Subjects Credits

9th grade strands 
and benchmarks
CORE Subjects

   Language Arts 1 Standards

   Math 1 Standards

   Science 1 Standards

   Humanities 1 Standards

   PE and Wellness 1 Standards

   Spanish 1 Standards

   Design Arts 1 Standards

   Elective Credits 1 Standards

EXAMPLE COuRSE LOAD 9TH GRADE



Campus is open for  
Farm Service 7:30 - 8:30

Extra Curricular
and PIP 3:00 - 4:00

Farm Service
with advisory

Passing time 10 mins

Passing time 10 mins

Passing time 10 mins

Passing time 10 mins

Passing time 10 mins

8:30- 9:30 Advisory 20mins

Block 1 9:40 - 10:40 (20 min mini-lesson
- 40 min practice)

Block 2 10:50 - 11:50

Lunch 12:00 - 12:30

Block 3 12:40 - 1:40

Block 4 1:50 - 2:50

*Enrichment is now Personal Interest Project (PIP)
* Schedule in development for 2022-23

EXAMPLE HiGH SCHOOL SCHEDuLE*



MEET SARA 
Example 9th grader at San Juan del Sur Day School 

What does the day look like? It’s Monday morning and the 9th grade student “Sara” arrives at 
class a few minutes before 8:30. Sara is greeted by her advisory teacher and her classmates. 
A detailed lesson plan has been prepared for their advisory hour by the farm coordinator. 
This morning they are in charge of soil management which will include collecting compost, 
turning compost, inspecting the red wigglers and bringing forest floor to mix with the other 
ingredients in creating the greatest soil ever! Their time flies by, but 10 minutes are reserved 
for summarization, reflection and inventory. 

After ten minutes of “passing time”,  Sara washed her hands and chatted with friends then 
block one begins. Block 1 is Math skills. The lesson plan is designed for the teacher to provide 
a mini-lesson aligned with one or several of the math standards. The mini-lesson is planned 
to take 20 minutes and then the students practice their math skills through the lens of the 
farm service initiative and or their Personal Interest Project. The mini-lessons are self-paced 
through an online math program where students can learn at their own rate. The teacher 
guides the student’s application of the skill towards the two initiatives. 

Sara’s Monday schedule looks like this:

The lesson design follows a similar flow with a focus of learning something new, having 
the opportunity to practice the new skill and applying the new skill towards both the farm 
service initiative and her PIP. Standards influence the mini-lessons and FSI and PIP tem-
plate organizers support the students’ assessments. The FSI and PIP template organizers 
are assessed with rubrics and student examples. Scheduled check-ins are built into advisory 
hours. Flex days are designed to synthesize all the various content inputs into a comprehen-
sive understanding of FSI and PIP presentation. Quarterly presentations are delivered to the 
school community, teachers and peers.

Block 4 ends with a subtle celebration and the campus explodes with activity. Sara has cho-
sen to deepen her commitment to the FSI and is using her additional experience in the gar-
den for her PIP. She has many friends and sees them going off in pursuit of their own PIPs. 
There are athletes going to train in their various sporting activities. There are students going 
to the maker’s space, the kitchen and walking into the forest. (These PIPs are designed to give 
the student voice and choice and so any list I make will fall short of our students’ interests.)

The week continues and Sara enjoys making the authentic connections to her content class-
es and her two overarching projects. She even enjoys the absurdity of those connections, but 
nonetheless the week ends on friday “flex-day”. The flex day is divided into 2 expectations. 
One is to provide service to the farm. Another expectation is to participate in your PIP. Par-
ticipation in these two initiatives is guided through planning with an advisory teacher and 
synthesizing learned skills and practice to the application and creativity mode of your pres-
entation expectations.

MONDAY

Block 1          Math 

Block 2          Humanities

Block 3          Language

Block 4          Design Arts.  An elective of her choice



THE COMBINED TRANSCRIPT:
Mastery joins Nicaragua Standard Transcript  

We have partnered with the Nicaraguan Ministry of Education to de-
velop our own unique transcript that checksthe boxes for National 
requirements, but also reinforces the outdated traditional transcript 
models of most educational institutions. We believethese models can 
be improved so that they do not; constrain innovation, limit learning 
to single subjects, and impede the pursuit of educational equity and 
excellence. Our school is required to submit to the Nicaraguan Min-
istry of Education a standard graded transcript. This transcript must 
adhere to the national standards. To comply with this requirement 
San Juan del Sur Day School High School grades on a numerical scale. 
90-100 A, 80-89 B, 70-79 C, 60-69 D. Below 60 is not passing. 

For the dynamic mastery side, we use the MASTERY TRANSCRIPT 
CONSORTIUM, an innovative new digital high school transcript of a 
student’s demonstrated abilities. This creates a deep holistic view of 
the student’s whole journey of learning including a portfolio of your 
work, complete with a homepage that offers a high-level overview of 
your achievements, unique strengths, abilities, interests, and histories 
fostered, understood, and celebrated. It is a transcript that has been 
adopted by the most forward-thinking high schools.   It is one that col-
lege admission officers  can get their heads  around and appreciate in 
just a few minutes. 

The Mastery Transcript’s power is not only in what it communicates, 
but also in what it enables: learning that is deeply personalized, stu-
dent driven, based in authentic engagement, and designed to educate 
the “whole student.” Key benefits are:

• Learning should be deep, enduring, creative, and transferable.
• Presenting evidence that demonstrates your skills, knowledge, and 

abilities or what you really know and are able to do.
• Earn Mastery Credits by curating evidence that demonstrates 

your knowledge, skills, abilities, and accomplishments. 
• Credits will serve to demonstrate the breadth of student experi-

ence and knowledge in ways that no simple grade could.



WHAT IS A MASTERY-BASED DIPLOMA?
For more than a century, high school students have earned “credits” for passing courses. 
When they accumulate enough credits, they receive a diploma. The problem with this ap-
proach is that credits do not always equal competency. Every year, students across the coun-
try graduate knowing calculus, while others struggle with basic arithmetic. Some leave with 
strong writing and research skills, while others are only minimally literate. Clearly, a high 
school diploma means very different things for different students.
 
To make sure that every high school diploma certifies strong preparation for college, work, 
and life, the old system needs to be supplemented. In today’s world, a high school diploma 
has to mean something. That’s where the mastery-based diploma comes in.
 
HOW IT WORKS

LEARNING STANDARDS ENHANCE COuRSE CREDITS. In the tradition-
al high school system, one student may earn an A-plus while another earns a D-mi-
nus—and yet both students receive credit toward graduation. It’s possible for a student 
to earn only Ds and still graduate. But is this student prepared for adult life? How do we 
know what the student has learned or not learned? Unfortunately, many high schools 
simply cannot answer these basic questions—but a mastery-based diploma will.

STANDARDS ENSuRE CONSISTENT LEARNING EXPECTATIONS.In 
many high schools, each teacher decides how grades will be awarded. The result? Some 
courses are very demanding, while othershave few requirements. Grades may be based 
entirely on the quality of a student’s work, while others consider attendance, class 
participation, and homework completion. Without consistent learning expectations, 
schools cannot make sure that all students acquire the essential skills they need.

STuDENTS DEMONSTRATE LEARNING BEFORE MOVING ON.In a 
mastery-based system, every student must demonstrate what they have learned—by 
writing a paper, delivering a presentation, or completing a challenging project—before 
they pass a course, move on to the next grade, or graduate from high school. Learning 
standards establish a minimum level of competency, based on common high expecta-
tions, that all students must meet before moving on.

THE FOCuS IS ON LEARNING, NOT TIME. In most high schools, students 
are expected to attend class for a certain amount of time every day and graduate in 
four years. The time students spend in school is consistent, but what they learn is often 
extremely inconsistent. In a mastery-based system, learning expectations remain con-
stant while time is variable. One student may graduate in three years, while another 
graduates in five—but every student graduates prepared for future success.

A MASTERY-BASED DIPLOMA CERTIFIES READINESS FOR LIFE. 
Employers and college-admissions officers want to know exactly what graduates can 
do and how well they can do it. They want to know if students have strong writing, pub-
lic-speaking, or computer-programming skills, for example. A mastery- based diploma 
not only tells us what students have done, but what they can do.

DISCLAIMER The San Juan del Sur Day School reserves the right to update Academic and Learning Pro-
gram information, course information, as needed, throughout the school year. The School reserves the 
right to cancel any elective course, particularly those for which enrollment decreases to fewer than ten 
students. Most recent update: April 15th, 2022.




